Gulfstream

G500

INNOVATION EXCELLENCE
DISCOVER PROMISE IN EVERY JOURNEY
SOME THINGS ARE MEANT TO TAKE YOUR BREATH AWAY

Introducing the all-new Gulfstream G500, an aircraft that ushers in an ultramodern age of aviation. Every innovation is designed with one intention—to move you first flight, every flight.
GET THERE FASTER
TIME IS ON YOUR SIDE

No other aircraft in its class offers the combination of speed and globe-hopping range the G500 does.

At its long-range cruise of Mach 0.85, the G500 flies 5,200 nautical miles/9,630 kilometers. At its high-speed cruise of Mach 0.90, the G500 flies 4,400 nautical miles/8,149 kilometers.
ARRIVE AT YOUR BEST

RELAXATION IS YOUR FIRST DESTINATION

Large panoramic windows offer natural light and incredible views. An ultraquiet cabin soothes away the distractions of the day while 100 percent fresh air and the lowest cabin altitude in business aviation leave you alert and refreshed upon arrival.
The Symmetry Flight Deck™ features active control sidesticks, touch-screen avionics and Phase-of-Flight™ intelligence, providing one of the safest, most intuitive flight systems in business aviation while ensuring smoother flight.
Space where you need it. Comfort throughout. The G500 features wide leather seats, sturdy stowable conference tables and lie-flat seating. The cabin dimensions are optimized to ensure the ample space doesn’t come at the expense of speed, range or efficiency.

Only 100 percent fresh air is replenished throughout a cabin designed to be the quietest in business aviation. A low cabin altitude leaves travelers comfortable en route and refreshed on arrival.

Fourteen panoramic windows—the largest in the aviation industry—offer stunning views, infuse the cabin with natural light and ensure you arrive at your best.

Revolutionary touch-screen interfaces enhance operational efficiency and are interchangeable for greater reliability. A next-generation enhanced vision system linked to a head-up display heightens pilot awareness in low-visibility situations. The Symmetry Flight Deck™ provides one of the safest, most intuitive flight systems in business aviation.

Two active control sidesticks, the first in business aviation, improve communication between pilots and eliminate the need for control columns, creating more space and better comfort in the flight deck than a traditional pedestal-mounted yoke.

With maintenance facilities on six continents, Field and Airborne Support Teams (FAST) and personalized customer service, operators never fly beyond the reach of Gulfstream Product Support.
LEADING ALL OTHERS

CAPTURE YOUR MOMENT.

The Gulfstream G500 is an aircraft ahead of its time, offering uncompromised performance and innovation excellence.
How we serve you is just as important as how your aircraft performs. By striving to delight you with every interaction, we deliver a memorable experience that enriches your journey.
The G500 is a trademark or registered trademark of Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation in the U.S. and other countries.